Technology Alliance Program

WonderBotz PowerPack for Blue Prism Platform
gives customers the ability to create better
automations faster and with less risk
In joining Blue Prism’s Technology Alliance Program (TAP), WonderBotz adds their much sought after
WonderBotz PowerPack for Blue Prism Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to speed development of
custom solutions, providing the same underpinnings as their popular suite of pre-built solutions for
finance and accounting.
WonderBotz PowerPack helps organizations get more from their RPA investments by enabling faster
integration of third-party skills and providing accelerators that automate common activities required in
many automations as as well as enterprise-scale processing engines and design frameworks.

Making automations better and faster with less risk
Each automation is unique in its entirety, while multiple may need to perform similar tasks such as
processing email or converting files. This is why reusability features are included with the Blue Prism
Platform and evangelized in their view on Robotic Operating Model (ROM). In our work, we saw
ourselves and our clients building similar components to deliver required business value. Sometimes, it
was simple functionality that extended an existing object like our Excel Helper. Other times, it was major
data manipulation requiring creation of data stores and ad hoc queries like our Data Aggregation Engine.
We asked ourselves, ‘what if we set out to maximize reusability?’ and started building a toolkit aligned
to our design and configuration standards. This vision grew into the WonderBotz PowerPack. We quickly
realized that we could build bigger and more valuable automations much faster and that testing was
easier because the automations just worked. We didn’t stop there. We kept adding functionality like our
data quality engine to fix common OCR errors. Our clients saw the value too and appreciated the ability
to tackle more challenging automations in shorter timeframes.
As we demo the PowerPack functionality, sometimes clever developers would take notes and later try
replicate the work only to find themselves versions behind us. Ultimately, our clients just asked if we
would license the PowerPack to them. We know a great idea with broad appeal when we hear one and
set out to create a shareable version.
The WonderBotz PowerPack works with Blue Prism platform. It’s a shortcut to powerful building blocks
that enables new developers to deliver like seasoned pros and makes experienced developers more
productive. We’re actively adding accelerator and processing engine functionality based upon feedback
and our own successful client projects.
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WonderBotz PowerPack is easy to use
As the pioneer of the most robust, secure, and highly scalable Digital Workforce, Blue Prism’s focus is on
delivering an agile workforce that follows rules-based business processes and interacts with systems in
the same way human users do – and that complements both traditional and leading edge IT solutions
such as business process management (BPM), OCR, AI, machine learning, and front- and back-office
productivity tools.
As a leading RPA service provider and recipient of Blue Prism’s prestigious 2019 Total Solutions Provider,
WonderBotz is an expert at enterprise-scale intelligent automation. We know how to enable and
mentor clients, and conceive, build and run solutions for maximum speed-to-value. Our PowerPack is
one of our key tools in serving clients and we’ve made it easy to use for client developers. Once
installed, the assorted helpers and engines are available to drop and drag into your automations.

What’s included
The WonderBotz PowerPack adds invaluable functionality to the Blue Prism Platform, building upon and
extending its features and functionality.
For example, our Collection Helper includes string search, find and/or removal of duplicates, and checks
for whether the collection is empty. Our Excel Helper includes pivot table manipulation, formatting, and
filtering functionality. The list of functions is below.

Helpers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acrobat Helper
Excel Helper
Outlook Helper
Queue Helper
HTML Helper
Word Helper
XML Helper
Online Post Office
Helper

Engines

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Screen capture Helper
String Helper
Address Helper
File management Helper
Collection Helper
Credential Helper
Configuration
management Helper
• SQL Helper

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Aggregation
Data Prep
Data Cleansing
Dashboard
PLE Controller (external parameter
and logic file)
Data Packaging
Email Handler
Alerts/Notifications
Matching
‘Loose’ Rules
Document Processing

Summary
Blue Prism and WonderBotz are a perfect pairing. The Blue Prism platform provides easy access to
“drag-and-drop” functions and WonderBotz provides an invaluable toolkit with commonly needed
functions driving faster speed-to-value and enabling your developers to produce automations like
seasoned professionals regardless of their experience levels
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About Blue Prism
As the pioneer, innovator and market leader in Robotic Process Automation, Blue Prism (AIM: PRSM)
delivers the world’s most successful Digital Workforce. Blue Prism provides a scalable and robust
execution platform for best-of-breed AI and cognitive technologies and has emerged as the trusted and
secure RPA platform of choice for the Fortune 500. For more information, visit www.blueprism.com.
About WonderBotz
WonderBotz is a full-service Intelligent Automation pure-play boutique providing services in software
resale, prebuilt automations for finance and accounting, training and enablement, custom automations,
and production support. Simply stated, our mission is to help committed clients adopt and monetize
digital workers no matter what. For more information, visit www.wonderbotz.com.
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